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WHAT IS OMIA? 
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• An annotated catalogue/compendium of  

• inherited disorders 

• other (single-locus) familial traits in animals* 

• animal genes 

• Modelled on, and complementary to, the human catalogue/compendium OMIM 

• Available freely on the Internet 

* except mice and rats (and humans) 
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                  phene is to gene 

                              as 

          phenotype is to genotype                 McKusick?? 
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Around 860 in total, back to 1964 

Overall total number of references in OMIA: 20,660 

 most hyperlinked to PubMed 

 many have a link to actual paper via doi 

OMIA 000621-9825 : Malignant hyperthermia in Sus scrofa domesticus 

http://omia.angis.org.au/omia000621/
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PAG XXI 2013 !! 
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~750,000 words = 

661 A4 pages of 8-point 

double-column text 
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OMIA: a brief history 
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1974 Lecturer in animal genetics 

1974 Lecturer in animal genetics 

      → many queries → many trips to library  

Became aware of Mendelian Inheritance in Man (MIM) 
       flat file on mainframe at Johns Hopkins 

      print editions (printouts): 1971 3rd edn 

1978 Accosted Victor McKusick at Genetics Congress in Moscow 
      animal equivalent of MIM? Sure, go ahead 

Key features: 
      >1 species → extra dimension → strong comparative emphasis 

      modelled on MIM; hence Mendelian Inheritance in Animals (MIA)   

1980 Small grant → create MIA relational database on mainframe  

       cf MIM flatfile 

1980s Gradual entry of backlog and manual servicing of queries 



OMIA: a brief history 
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1991 Birth of WorldWideWeb 

1995 both MIM and MIA launched on the web  

     → Online MIM (OMIM) and Online MIA (OMIA)  

           both using NCBI’s birx search engine 

OMIA: regularly-updated flat file from database on laptop 

     published via Australian National Genomic Information Service (ANGIS) 

     http://omia.angis.org.au  

1997 Reciprocal hyperlinks between OMIM and OMIA 

    highlight animal models of human disorders  

2005 OMIA transferred to MySQL database on server 
     Interactive web page !! 

     Instant updating by curators anywhere in the world!! 

2005 NCBI asked for an OMIA mirror integrated in their Entrez system 

     weekly dump → OMIA alongside OMIM !! 

http://omia.angis.org.au/


OMIA: a brief history 
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OMIA: a brief history 
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2011 Revised web site with improved curation tools 

    based on a django framework (Matthew Hobbs) 

Vicki Meyers-Wallen (Cornell): dogs and cats 

2012 Zhiliang Hu: reciprocal links with AnimalGenome.org 

Fiona Cunningham: reciprocal links with Ensembl (thanks to Dave Burt) 

Thomas Peterson & Maricel Kann, University of Maryland, Baltimore County 

    systematic catalogue of all ORF causal mutations in HGVS notation 

     protein domain hotspots of disease mutations 
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Zhiliang’s  

handywork!!! 
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Zhiliang’s  

handywork!!! 
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OMIA now 
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• Alternatives? 
• several dog web catalogues 

• Mendelian Inheritance in Cattle: http://dga.jouy.inra.fr/lgbc/mic2000/ 

(COGNOSAG: Keith Huston, Paul Millar, JJ Lauvergne and S. Dolling) 

• many reviews 

AIM: to check OMIA entries against each review  

(far from complete!!) 
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OMIA now 
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Obvious problem with “static” reviews:  

• rapidly out of date 

• no functional links to other information 

• but still valuable, from time to time 

 

Given that OMIA  

 1. exists (albeit in an incomplete state) 

 2. is freely available 

 3. is/can be kept up to date 

 4. is increasingly hyperlinked to other relevant databases 

 

 There is no point in anyone starting from scratch to collect information and 

         references for a review 

 

OMIA: a one-stop global resource for animal genetics/genomics ??  



CURATION 
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Already have a team of volunteers and a handbook 

http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/ 

 

and a practice site: 

and curation tools: 

http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/
http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/
http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/
http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/
http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/
http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/
http://sg-web-prd-1.ucc.usyd.edu.au/


CURATION TOOLS 
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Auto-fill: 

    PubMed refs 

    Species names 

    Phene names 

    Gene symbols 

    Breed names 



CURATION TOOLS 
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Auto-complete 

Auto-complete 

Auto-complete 



CURATION TOOLS 
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Auto-complete 



CURATION TOOLS 
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Most fields in most entries currently empty !! 

More fields can be added in any section !! 



CURATION 

› Essentially OMIA has been a one-person operation til now 

› Retired “early” at age 60, primarily to work on OMIA 

› But can’t do it complete justice 
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› Now 65, and still fit and able, albeit with  

- one pre-cancer operation in 2011 

- contemporaries having strokes !! 

› Serious need for Plan B 

- colleagues with motivation and time to become curators 

- species 

- traits (across species) 
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A flood of KOs in non-laboratory animals? 
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CURATION 

› Potential curators: 

- authors of recent species reviews 

- postgrads/postdocs, as a part of their training (Ernie Bailey):  

- to work through reviews critically is a really useful exercise 

- gives a feeling for the history of discovery 

- is there sufficient data to justify the Mendelian claim? 

- is there sufficient evidence to justify the claim of a causal mutation? 

- check OMIM links (is this a valid model of a human disorder?) 

- sort out confusing nomenclature/terminology 

- rename/merge/split entries 

- updating entries as an assessment task 

- tools for curators to check and release new/revised text (Matthew) 
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CURATION 
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Am J Hum Genet. 1987 August; 41(2): 304–305.  



LANDMARK PAPERS 
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With 

thanks 

to 

Leif 

Andersson 



CURATION 

› INCENTIVES FOR CURATORS ?  

› Acknowledgement:  

- at bottom of each edited page 

- at end of a section of text 

- but these not much help on CV 

› Publications: 

- publish static OMIA reviews from time to time (highly cited ) 

› Create specific OMIA roles, e.g. OMIA Chief Swine editor  

› Become regarded as the “guardian/authority” of information for a species 

or for a set of traits 
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ENHANCEMENTS 

› Co-author Matthew Hobbs has done an amazing job 

- 500 hours in 2012 ≈ $50,000 

- the last of my leftover funds 

› But still a long shopping list of enhancements required for OMIA 

› On the web in Roundup Issue Tracker 
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ENHANCEMENTS 

› Two major enhancement issues: 

› 1. ONTOLOGIES 

- Matthew: entire MPO (Jackson lab) as auto-complete on test site, but very slow 

- Very useful collaboration with Zhiliang Hu 

- Still a long way to go 

› 2. AUTOMATIC TEXT MINING 

› Now: use myNCBI daily searches for phenes or authors 

› Many irrelevant refs 

› Automatic addition of new refs for each entry 

› e.g. Miotto et al. (2005) Supporting the curation of biological databases with 

reusable text mining. Genome Inform.16(2):32-44 

› Curator check; then go live 
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OMIA SUMMARY 

- Developed over the last 35 years 

- Freely available at http://omia/angis.org.au 

- Covers (incompletely) 186 non-human animal species 

- 2,820 phene-species entries 

- Nearly 1,000 Mendelian phene-species entries 

- Including 486 with known key mutation 

- Hyperlinks with NCBI, OMIM, Ensembl, AnimalGenome 

- 20,000 references 

- Most hyperlinked to PubMed 

- Many with doi access to full paper 

- = Groundwork for others to build-on/develop 

- Curation tools and development/testing/learning version 
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http://omia/angis.org.au


OMIA SUMMARY 

› OMIA has the potential to be the global one-stop shop for up-to-date information on 

› inherited disorders 

› single-locus traits 

› Of course, the world does not owe a living to OMIA or to me 

› Aim of this talk 

› make people aware that if I am knocked out, OMIA is dead ! 

› If sufficient people feel OMIA should be maintained and improved, then 

› need a Plan B for curation 

› need (modest) funding for enhancement 

› Here at PAG, I am willing to  

› help anyone work through curation tools 

› correct/update/create entries 
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